1. Visionary artists are known to make a lot of art...sometimes they will even fill an entire environment with art! How many paintings did artist Reverend Albert Wagner create over the course of his lifetime?

______________________________________________________

2. Many visionary artists use recycled objects and unusual materials to create their artwork. Often, these materials are things they find lying around. Find the artwork by each artist below, and name one interesting material they used in their work.

   a. Dean Millien  ________________________________

   b. Dalton Ghetti  ________________________________

   c. O.L. Samuels  ________________________________

   d. Sally Willowbee  ________________________________

PRIMARY SCAVENGER HUNT

All scavenger hunt questions relate to AVAM’s current thematic exhibition: Human, Soul, Machine: The Coming Singularity, which is located in the main building on the second floor, and in the first floor hallway. Be sure to check out our permanent collection galleries when you are finished!
3. Artist Allen Christian creates sculptures from found objects in his studio in Minneapolis, Minnesota. Find Allen Christian’s robot. What is the robot’s name?

________________________________________________

**Draw your own robot in the box to the right.**

4. Artist Kenny Irwin Jr. has created a huge RoboLights installation at his home in Palm Springs, California. Find Kenny Irwin’s gallery here at the museum, and describe it in one word.

________________________________________________

5. Find the artwork of Fred Carter. In the box to the left, draw a picture of your favorite Fred Carter piece.

Why is this your favorite piece?

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

6. Find the artwork that is made with old piano parts. What is the title of this piece?

________________________________________________